
Associativismo
CTA e o Ambiente de Negócios em Moçambique



History

• 1995 – First Private Sector Conference

• 1996 – FIAS “Red Tape Study” 

• 1996 – Second Private Sector Conference – Minister Baloi ask the 
private sector to organize itself, election of Mario Ussene as president

• 1996 -- Request by Almeida Matos for USAID assistance to CTA, 
Hipólito Hamela hired as economist, executive

• 1997 – Third CASP, first to be co-chaired by CTA 



Critical elements

• Shared ideal – improve Mozambique’s business environment

• A shared general interest among the businesses – less bureaucracy

• Financial independence – USAID then, now diverse funding from 
several sources, including the Government.

• Nationwide representation



Notable Successes

• 1997 – CTA convinces government to reverse decision to delay by ten 
years Mozambique’s entry into the SADC Free Trade Area, despite 
vigorous opposition from the Ministry of Finance

• 2007 Passage of Lei de Trabalho, 23/2007, reducing the cost to 
business of creating jobs.

• Institutional deepening of CTA, giving voice and respectability to the 
private sector.



Overall trend in BE since 2006
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Why has progress been so difficult?

• A simpler business environment is contrary to the interests of the 
bureaucracy, which has more rule-making power than CTA.

• Bureaucratic culture remains the enemy of the private sector.

• Slow progress not a result of failure on the part of CTA to address 
issues.  The PAMAN and CASP matrixes have been comprehensive.

• In the last couple of years, CTA has done important work on COVID, 
exchange regulation, agriculture, etc.



Challenges and Risks

As CTA has grown in importance over time, new risks and challenges 
have naturally emerged:

• Perception by some associations that CTA is monopolizing the 
dialogue with government – the ACB/ACIS phenomenon.

• Government capture engendered by financial dependence and 
political links.

• Loss of support from donors, fatigue and close ties to politics.

• Better integration of multi-national companies into CTA structures –
for clout and, generally, integrity.



What can CTA and its associations do?

• Write and table regulations and legislation – this was the strategy for 
the labor law and it worked. Polite policy recommendations are easily 
ignored.  Use the “power of the pen.”

• Be less afraid of confrontation – fear of embarrassment is a useful and 
underutilized tool in negotiations with government.  Use the press.

• Face the really important issues:  Work permits for foreign labor, an 
absurd labyrinth that serves neither the interests of economic growth 
nor the Mozambican labor force:  the “lump of labor fallacy.” Land: 
without a real market agriculture will never be the constitution’s 
driver of growth. 

• Complete transparency with members and donors to mitigate 
conflicts.



Conclusion

• Over the last 25 years, CTA has grown from an ad hoc group to a 
powerful and professional voice for private sector interests.  The 
principal objective, a better business environment is in nearly 
everybody’s interest.

• Given the excellent policy work from CTA over the last decades, it is 
hard to escape the conclusion that the fault lies with Government.

• Finally, I am proud to have played a modest part in the creation and 
evolution of CTA since 1996.


